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IMAGE 20

Safari Details
Many folks who have come on my YNP/GTNP Spring
Wildlife Safaris will recognize the setting of this image.
About 5 miles east of Moran Junction, this box nest on
top of a telephone pole - at eye level to the road - leads
to some great images. Backlit in the mornings, afternoon is the time to be there to shoot with the sun
coming directly into the nest. The osprey have built up
the sticks enough so that the box can be easily cropped
out of the image.
The rest of the setup is pretty simple. When an Osprey
returns (with or without a fish) it either descends from
above, or it comes across the Buffalo River towards the
nest, meaning it will have to rise, hover, and descend
into the nest while facing the camera. It doesn’t get
much better than that.
I first noticed this Osprey nest in 1994 when I was
shooting for the Turpin Meadows Guest Ranch over a
fall weekend. Empty then, I returned on the spring
wildlife trips from that point forward - and most years
the nest was active. Watching the interaction between
the osprey teaches alot about their behavior, though
this early in the year (late May-early June) the chicks
are very small and usually not visible.t

One of the easiest Osprey nests in the Grand Tetons area to photograph, we were lucky to get an arriving adult with
a trout in its talons. One of my go-to locations on the Yellowstone/Tetons Spring Wildlife Safari.
This image was taken with a Nikon D850 Camera Body, Nikon 500mm F5.6 PF telephoto lens, ISO 400, f6.3 at
1/2000 second. Shot May 27, 2021 at 4:25pm.
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The one trick to shooting this nest is not to try and
focus on the incoming birds, but rather focus on the
sticks in the nest and letting the osprey fly right into the
zone of focus. It’s easy for the auto-focus on cameras
to become confused by beating wings, so I simplify it a
bit by moving my focusing grid down in-frame and
locking onto the nest. With the nest about 80 feet
away, stopping down the lens a bit will give plenty of
depth-of-field (dof) to capture a sharp bird. In the case
of this image, the dof was slightly under 3 feet.
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Safari Details
One of the most beautiful fur-bearing animals in our
northern forests, the Pine Marten is an elusive animal
to photograph. Whenever people tell me stories about
where they have photographed them, 3 common facts
seem to always be present. The first is an area that
humans are around, garbage cans of all sizes, and
bathrooms. Martens, like most animals, will seek easy
food if it is available - so areas around people seem to
always be popular - like the one in the parking lot at
Canyon that ran by me one morning.
A pine marten can be up to 20 inches long, with the
orangish chest fur, darker brown fur on the rest of
the body, a bushy tail, and a bright looking face. I’ve
chased them in Glacier Park, Yellowstone, and Sequoia
- before finally getting this encounter near the
northeast part of Yellowstone.
Even though I shot this image at lunch time, it was a
very dark, overcast winter day ... typical January-type
weather. While I have other images from this
encounter that shows the full body, I like this image because it shows off a profile of his/her face. Nice colors
and nice claws - there were red squirrels chirping and
complaining about the two pine martens, which is
probably what to its attention. They eat voles on the
ground as well as squirrels, small birds, rabbits, etc.

I had 5 encounters with Pine Martens over the previous decades without ever getting a single frame, including one
running by me in the parking lot in Canyon when I didn’t even have my phone, before I had this encounter.
This image was taken with a Nikon D500 Camera Body, Nikon 500mm F4 telephoto lens, at ISO 800, f4 at 1/1500
second. Shot on January 20, 2021 at 11:52am.
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To say I shot a lot of blurry images would be an
under-statement. The D500 Nikon is not a forgiving
body when it comes to pushing the ISO - so the first
hundred or so images I shot at 200, then another
hundred at 400, before shooting the rest at 800. I did
some careful noise reduction on this image - before
doing any typical sharpening.
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Safari Details
One of the two images from my Southern Utah Fall
Landscape Safari to make my favorite 20. This particular arch is located east of both the upper tunnels,
an area of Zion I call “the roof.” I’ve stopped to shoot
this particular arch many times - normally frustrated
because either the Gambel’s Oak (yellow) or Rocky Mtn
Maples (red) have shed all their leaves. On this safari
both trees still had their autumn leaves at this higher
elevation, while the leaves thousands of feet below on
the Narrow’s Nature Trail were just starting to get some
vibrant color. The Fremont Cottonwoods that line the
Virgin River as it winds out of Zion Canyon and into
Springdale were very close to peak, maybe a week earlier than peak.
There is a slight widening of the road across from this
arch, just enough for two vehicles to park. In past
years I’ve seen desert bighorn sheep walking on the
rock above the arch, and browsing on shrubs to the
right of the arch.
Any direct light on this arch ruins the effect by adding
hot spots to either the rock or the trees and bushes, so
shooting in the morning is important, or when overcast
skies provide the same even lighting.

Erosion is what makes Zion National Park unique. This arch was created when the missing rock sagged, joints expanded through the rocks, finally expansion and contraction eroded the sandstone rock.
This image was taken with a Nikon D850 Camera Body, Nikon 70-200 f2.8 VR 2 zoom lens, at ISO 200, f11 at 1/60
second. Shot October 26, 2021 at 7:27am. Best of a 3-shot bracket. Induro tripod.
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Eventually, the pine tree above the arch, right, and
the bushes will quicken the erosion process, dropping
more rock out of the arch. Notice that the face of the
arch has very few joints and cracks and appears very
smooth. The rocks around the face are heavily jointed
and will erode much quicker. When you think of Zion
you probably think a desert environment - but up on
the roof snow and ice form every winter. Ice expands
as it freezes, then thaws, working the cracks with
greater erosion every single season.
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Safari Details
The second of the two images from the Mineral King
Safaris to make my top 20 for 2021. It would be an
understatement to say I wasn’t excited when my friend
Bob Sutton spotted this quail right above the edge of
the road, perched about ten feet off the ground standing guard over his covey. Hens and poults were in the
heavy bushes, out-of-sight and noisy, but he had a
great perch to see any threatening enemies that might
approach on the ground or in the air.
I’ve photographed Mountain Quail before in Sequoia,
but this encounter was vastly better. Not only was it a
clean, unobstructed shot, but the distant background
faded into nothing ... perfect. For almost five minutes
this bird sat patiently on it’s branch, allowing us to
slowly get closer and closer until we had an amazing
shot. The one drawback was that it was perched in the
shade in a cottonwood tree, and the background was
fully illuminated, requiring compensation on the order
of at least +1 eV all the way to +2 eV.
In processing the images the slightly darker images like
this one at +1 eV created a better image than the ones
with more compensation, but a more burned out background. I used the Shadow/Fill action at 6% a number
of times to arrive at the right brightness on the bird.

For years I’ve only got fleeting glimpses of Mountain Quail, all of them in Sequoia National Park. This male is
perched in the branches above his covey, as the hens and poults work the ground for food below him.
This image was taken with a Nikon D850 Camera Body, Nikon 500 f5.6 PF telephoto lens, at ISO 200, f6.3 at 1/320
second. Shot July 14, 2021 at 12:08pm. +1 eV Compensation Handheld
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Mountain Quail are the largest of all the North American
quails and live at fairly high elevations, up to 10,000
feet during the summers. Winter snow will drive them
down to lower elevation. This image was taken at
about the 7500 foot level. With his tall head feathers
slumping down like this - it is clear that the bird, even
with our approach, was relaxed. It was later when we
got to about 15 feet away that those feathers went
straight up in a more agitated way, then moments later
he flew down to his covey.
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Safari Details
I’ve had other mousing red fox images in my top 20
over the past two decades (since I started doing a top
20/25 list) but I like this one for many reasons. This
particular image was 1 frame of a 14 shot sequence I
took of this jump. There are many things that can go
wrong, such as: missing sharp focus, incorrect shutter
speed, incorrect eV compensation leading to over-processing the digital file, blocking foreground elements,
busy background elements, overly harsh shadows, or
just being surprised by the jump and not getting it at
all.
My biggest concern were the idiot photographers out
chasing after this fox, pushing him in one direction as
he moved away from them, then pushing him again,
and again. The sad thing was that I knew one of the
photographers, and was saddened by his complete
lack of wildlife knowledge and tactical ability. With
5-10 photographers shooting from the road, there was
no tactical advantage in moving into 4 feet of powder
snow and stumbling around like the Tin Man in The
Wizard of Oz.
We stayed along the edge of the road shooting with no
great effort. Eventually, the clouds closed in and a flurry of snow began to fall, obscuring the fox somewhat
as he began heading back towards us - making for the
safety of the hill behind us - from whence he had come
into this meadow in the first place.

It was a beautiful sunny winter day when we had this encounter with a mousing red fox amid the snow drifts
in the upper Soda Butte Valley near Pebble Creek and Round Prairie.
This image was taken with a Nikon D500 Camera Body, Nikon 500 f4 telephoto lens, at ISO 280, f8 at 1/1500 second. +1 eV Compensation Induro Tripod / Whimberley Head Shot January 19, 2021 at 10:43am.
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Image #6 in this countdown to the top images of 2021
is this same red fox about 90 minutes after this image.
I switched to my 70-200 f2.8 lens for those images and
photographed him as he walked right through us, heading home after an afternoon hunting, and being chased
around for no reason.
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Safari Details
This is the second of three images from the
Yellowstone/Tetons Fall Wildlife Safari to make it into
the top 20 for 2021. This beautiful rutting buck pronghorn put on quite a show for us in the Lupine Meadows
area of Grand Tetons National Park. It is a common
hangout for pronghorn, though I recall we went there
originally looking for red fox - which we found there
and photographed the next day.
This buck had a good sized harem of about a dozen
does that were lounging around. But the particular doe
standing in front of him here actually approached him
and indicated through her actions that she was waiting
for him to breed her. He attempted it a few times, but
for whatever reason she would slowly walk away, then
walk back.
Pronghorn are mistakenly called antelope. They are
not antelope and are not in the antelope family, but are
called antelope in some local locations. They are the
second fastest animal in the world, second to Africa’s
Cheetahs, and outnumber the people in Wyoming about
two-to-one. In late fall, maybe a month after we were
there, they embark on a 100 mile journey south for
more moderate winter environments, returning in late
spring to calf their young. I thought it was interesting
that many biologists believe they learned to run fast to
avoid the American Cheetah, now extinct in the
Western Hemisphere.

In 37 years shooting in the field this is the only time I’ve photographed a buck pronghorn actually displaying
rutting behavior to a doe, and not just running off the satellite buck or herding his harem of does together.
This image was taken with a Nikon D850 Camera Body, Nikon 500 f5.6 PF telephoto lens, at ISO 400, f5.6 at
1/640 second. No Compensation Induro Tripod / Whimberley Head Shot October 10, 2021 at 3:16pm.
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As noted in many articles, they have blazing speed but
very poor ability to jump vertically - thus making fences
a dangerous object for them to leap. Wyoming has created overpasses to assist pronghorn in crossing roads
at popular locations along their migratory routes.
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Safari Details
Like my previous image of the rutting pronghorn, this
Barrow’s Goldeneye is going through it’s mating display
even though the nearby hens were ignoring him. After
a few minutes other males drifted over near him and
they all began doing the same display - all ignored.
The two species of Goldeneye’s are fairly easy to tell
apart: Common Goldeneye’s have a round spot between their beak and eyes, the Barrows has an oblong
spot reaching above it’s eye. Also, the Barrow’s has the
staccato stenciled white spots down its darker wing,
while the Common has some dark streaks but is mostly
white. Both these ducks are year-around inhabitants of
the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.
Besides this behavior, I like the reflections in the
semi-frozen pond water around him. Of all the bird species, ducks are among the most difficult to photograph.
They are famously elusive, and seem to know exactly
when to take-off or move away ... when you get them in
focus, or they hear the rpm’s of your engine slow down
as you spot them and decide you want to photograph
them. Good images are tough.

I photographed this Barrow’s Goldeneye in the pond on Flat Creek, where it forms on the east side of
Highway 89 a few hundred yards north of Jackson, bordering the National Elk Refuge.
This image was taken with a Nikon D500 Camera Body, Nikon 500 f4 telephoto lens, at ISO 200, f4 at 1/1500 second. +1 eV Compensation Induro Tripod / Whimberley Head Shot January 22, 2021 at 1:25pm.
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Freezing lakes and rivers can cause these goldeneye’s to
migrate, mainly west to the coast, but open water will
keep them around for the winter - as it does in Jackson
at this pond (and probably others), as well as unfrozen
open waters along the Yellowstone River, Lamar River,
Madison River, and even the Gardiner River. They breed
and nest in these same areas - and we had an amazing
encounter with a hen and her brood of 14 ducklings in
the beaver ponds at Schwabacher’s Landing this spring.
I’ve seen bald eagles attempt to snatch up these ducks
in the winter on open water, always unsuccessfully.
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Safari Details
Over the course of several days we ran into “Pirate
Bob” three times, with varying degrees of success
until this point-blank encounter. Hunting in an area
filled with California Ground Squirrels, this bobcat,
even with his obvious limitations - looked well-fed and
content, and completely unafraid of us.
Bobcats are in the Lynx family (Lynx rufus - Red Lynx)
and are very common in California where I do my
Bobcat safaris every winter. 2020 was a tough year for
bobcats in California. Mange, a skin disease caused by
mites, raced north from the Santa Monica Mountains
where it began, infecting and killing a large percentage
of our cats. Throughout 2020 half the bobcats I encountered on the safaris had obvious signs of mange,
some just barely staggering along ... soon to die.
Since dipping a bobcat in a medicinal bath would stop
the mange immediately - dipping a living bobcat would
entail some difficult steps that would no doubt be
life-threatening for the person doing it. Since bobcats
can be very social animals (females, young particularly)
the mange spread very quickly.

This big bobcat, who we called “Pirate Bob” is one of the largest bobcats I’ve photographed, has an eye that has
died due to some kind of infections, caused by a fight or from the struggles of one of his victims.

The good news is that in 2021 I haven’t seen many
bobcats with mange, but also the number of bobcats
is way down. This year it has been difficult to find any
bobcats, with daily safaris running 1 cat, maybe 2 at
most, and some trips we have been skunked. Since
February I haven’t seen a single bobcat with mange.
The population of bobcats will no doubt rebound.
Notoedric mange is primarily a felid (cat) and rodent
disease that can be exacerbated by use of
anti-coagulant rodenticides.

This image was taken with a Nikon D500 Camera Body, Nikon 500 f4 telephoto lens, at ISO 280, f5.6 at 1/1000 second. No Compensation, window rest. Shot January 12, 2021 at 12:49pm.
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Safari Details
This Trumpeter Swan image was taken very early in the
morning - 5.59am on the Yellowstone/Tetons Spring
Wildlife Safari. It was very cold at the Oxbow of the
Snake River. There were several swans in the water
nearby, a mist was rising off the water east of us, and
the sun was just starting to lighten Mt. Moran to the
west.
A few Canada geese had flown by earlier- giving me a
chance to practice on them before the cackling of the
Trumpeters indicated that they were getting ready to
take-off. Unlike many ducks that can lift off straight up,
these swans have to make a long run to get airborne.
After some loud cackling the first of the two swans
took off - giving me another practice run. I checked the
back and made some corrections. I changed from
a single spot focus to D-25 focus, and I backed off the
eV compensation to just +1, instead of the +1.5 I had
shot it at previously. Those two changes improved the
camera’s ability to lock onto focus even with the beating
wings (a notorious issue for most cameras) and moved
the shutter-speed a half-stop faster. While the
brightness of the scene is not apparent in this photo,
the snow on the Tetons created a very bright reflection
in the very smooth river water.

Trumpeter Swans are one of my favorite wild subjects in Grand Teton National Park. Taken under difficult conditions,
this image of the wing-dragging swan taking off on the Snake River at the Oxbow is a favorite.
This image was taken with a Nikon D850 Camera Body, Nikon 500 f5.6 PF telephoto lens, at ISO 1600, f5.6 at 1/1500
second. +1 eV Compensation. Induro Tripod/Whimberley Head. Shot May 28, 2021 at 5:59am.
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With an 8-foot wingspan and a weight of up to 30
pounds, the Trumpeter Swan is the largest bird native
to North America, larger and heavier than the Sandhill
Crane. Down to about 70 birds in 1933, the Trumpeter
Swans have made a dramatic comeback, now numbering nearly a hundred thousand. I see more Tundra
Swans along the Pacific flyway, and only Trumpeter
Swans in the Rocky Mountains of the American West.
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It is such a pleasure photographing whitetail fawns bright color and bright eyes. As we rumbled up this dirt
back-road we came to a climbing left-hand turn and ran
into a group of whitetail does feeding along the edge
of the road. They bounded up the hill quickly into the
forest, but this fawn hesitated.
With the action on the other side of the truck I stopped
and stepped out to shoot. I ripped off twelve shots that
were shot in the dark, over the hood, of the forest at a
miserable shutter-speed of 1/100 second. My reward
was this single image.
While you don’t see a lot of whitetails in the Rocky
Mountains - there seems to be more each year. I’ve
shot them in both Yellowstone and Grand Tetons in low
numbers, but Glacier seems to have a large population
of them.
The whitetail deer are the number one hunted mammal
in North America, with a range extending over all of the
eastern United States, all of the southeast, and well into
the Rocky Mountains of the west. As their name
implies, the have a bright white tail that waves like a
flag as they run away from danger. Smaller than their
cousins - mule deer and blacktail deer - they make up
for their lack of size by durability, ability to live off
nearly everything in every type of environment, and
their wits.

Deep in Glacier Park backcountry, miles up the dirt road past Polebridge, past the Bowman Lake road, and going up
to Kintla Lake we encountered this beautiful whitetail fawn in the deep forest.

Every 3 or 4 years I do a wildlife safari to south Texas,
near Laredo, where we spend a lot of time chasing and
photographing their whitetails. Glacier Park and Texas
account for the majority of my whitetail images.

This image was taken with a Nikon D850 Camera Body, Nikon 500 f5.6 PF telephoto lens, at ISO 1600, f5.6 at 1/100
second. No Compensation. Handheld. Shot May 29, 2021 at 7:35am.
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Call it what you want - June gloom, the marine layer mornings along the coastline are usually overcast this
time of year. But no matter the weather, when the
Peregrine Falcons are flying you have to do your best to
capture the moments.
Beginning sometime in June, the falcon fledglings are
beginning to fly around the cliff nest area, looking for
their parents to bring them food. This activity can be
non-stop at times when the parents are bringing food
back, sometimes performing air-to-air food transfers
right above the cliff in front of the photographers.
It is not hard to find the right spot to stand, a spot
usually covered by a couple of dozen other photographers. About 200 yards north of the lighthouse where
the grass park ends at the road. You can cross over the
cement fence to stand carefully on the dirt if you want,
I guess there are fewer photographers in front of you
then.
About ten miles north of the Pt. Fermin lighthouse is the
Pt. Vincente Lighthouse in Rancho Palos Verdes. Again,
a few hundred yards north of the lighthouse is a parking
area, with the walkway going north. That nest of
falcons can be just as active and fun to photograph.

This adult male Peregrine Falcon comes zooming into a landing on the often-replaced perch near the Pt.Fermin
Lighthouse in San Pedro, CA.

The fastest animal on the planet, peregrines can reach
speeds up to 200mph in a stoop - diving on their prey.
The word “peregrine” means to wander, though the
falcons along the California coast don’t seem to migrate.
Their vision is binocular and about 8 times stronger than
human vision. They are just awesome predators.

This image was taken with a Nikon D850 Camera Body, Nikon 500 f5.6 PF telephoto lens, at ISO 400, f5.6 at 1/1000
second. No Compensation. Handheld. Shot June 13, 2021 at 9:35am.
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Safari Details
The first badger encounter I had in Yellowstone was
high on Mt. Washburn, on the switchbacks above
Tower, in 1985. My previous best day was 4 badgers, a
mother and 3 young that she was moving to a new sett,
but had to pass close to the road where I spotted them
and was able to grab a few frames. On this day in June
this year we photographed a sett (den) below the road
in Lamar Valley, about a mile west of the Buffalo Ranch
Ranger Station. Later in the morning we shot another sett up in Slough Creek, and before lunch we shot
a third sett (all mothers with 2 young) back in Lamar
Valley about 2 miles east of the Buffalo Ranch Ranger
Station. Two individual badgers, one up Slough Creek
and one in Little America, finished up this
remarkable day of 11 badgers.
Badgers are amazingly fast predators. They seem kind
of clumsy at times, maybe even a bit lethargic - but
when a squirrel presents itself they can put on a burst
of speed any predator would be proud of. Their ability to rapidly dig out a squirrel is amazing. There have
been many times when I spotted badgers because I saw
dirt being thrown in the air above the sagebrush. I read
where a fast digging badger can create a tunnel digging
through about a foot of dirt per minute.

In one remarkable day this past June, on the Yellowstone/Tetons Spring Wildlife Safari, we encounted a total of 11
badgers - 2 individuals and 3 sets of a mother with 2 badger young each. My best badger day, ever.
This image was taken with a Nikon D850 Camera Body, Nikon 500 f5.6 PF telephoto lens, at ISO 250, f7.1 at 1/1600
second. No Compensation. Induro Tripod/Whimberley Head. Shot June 1, 2021 at 7:08am.
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Spotting the low-slung badger is difficult in sagebrush
that stands much taller. I tell folks to look for a
running piece of carpet. While European Badgers look
like they want to sit and drink tea, American Badgers
look like they want to knife you in an alley. The white
stripping is unmistakable and once you see one, you will
never forget what they look like in the field. The young
are susceptible to bigger predators, like coyotes and
bears, but the adult badgers are very capable of defending themselves.
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The first of three fox images from this epic safari to
Washington’s San Juan Island to make the top 10 for
2021. While not all the foxes on San Juan Island are
black, there is a heavy melanistic (black) gene running
through the red fox population here. There were a
couple of dens I could have photographed, but I choose
this one with a flat background that would lend itself to
blurring out the background. The other den sites were
dug into hills that would have added a lot of
distractions to the background.
Black red foxes are not that rare, and I’ve shot nearly all
black foxes in both the Grand Tetons and in
Yellowstone, but not to this degree. Known commonly as Silver Foxes, or even Cross Foxes, this island
has a large population of red foxes that feast on the
over-abundance of hares (rabbits) that inhabit the
island - dating back more than a century.
The foxes were unafraid of us, even when the number
of photographers had grown to about 12 or so. We
kept a reasonable distance back from the den, forming
a half circle of photographers keeping the sun at our
backs. In the morning we were on the east side of the
den, in the afternoon everyone had moved to the west
side of the den. The fox kits ignored us as if we were
part of their normal environment.

A red fox vixen (melanistic) cleans one of its kits at the den in May this spring. The red fox father was red, the
mother was black, an older daughter was black, and the kits were black, red, and brown.
This image was taken with a Nikon D850 Camera Body, Nikon 500 f5.6 PF telephoto lens, at ISO 200, f8 at 1/640
second. No Compensation. Induro Tripod/Whimberley Head. Shot May 13, 2021 at 9:27am.
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A ranger came out to check on us, and the foxes, but
was reassured that everyone was acting appropriately. The three different colored kits played and raced
around, giving everybody abundant opportunities to
take as many action shots as they wanted. Over the
course of 2 days I shot about 11,500 images, keeping
more than 800 after multiple edits.
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This image comes from my Southern Utah Fall
Landscape Safari, barely over a month ago now. While
we photograph many different locations (Zion, Bryce
Canyon, Grand Canyon, Monument Valley, plus some
state parks) the Navajo Nation’s Monument Valley Tribal
Park is always a highlight.
Tsé Biiʼ Ndzisgaii is the Navajo words for Monument
Valley, meaning Valley of the Rocks. Located on the
Colorado Plateau, the 17 mile long dirt road that winds
through the numerous buttes is one long photographic
treat to behold. As the light changes the shadows
change, the colors on the buttes and in the valley
change, and the character of the tribal park changes
with it. Every time I’ve come to Monument Valley it has
given me a different look and feel. On this severe clear
day we shot the buttes in pre-sunrise light before catching the rising sun coming up over the Totems.
Because Covid has severely hit the Navajo Nation, hours
in the park and on the road were limited. We hit the
gate at 6am knowing that we would be allowed only 2
hours on that 17 mile dirt road. The road was limited to
just 25 vehicles - though when we exited at 7:58am the
security guard said there were only 15 vehicles on the
road. Had we wanted, he would have let us re-enter for
another two hour block of time. Also, the road closed
for the day at just 2:30pm, a short day for those arriving in the afternoon.

Sunrise at Monument Valley Tribal Park on the Utah/Arizona border. The rock formations where the sun is coming up
are the Totems, and the formation in the foreground (left) is Rain God Mesa.
This image was taken with a Nikon D850 Camera Body, Nikon 70-200mm f2.8 VR2 zoom lens, at ISO 100, f16 at
1/250 second. Bracketed. Induro Tripod/Whimberley Head. Shot October 29, 2021 at 6:51am.
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Monument Valley was made famous by Director John
Ford’s westerns that were filmed in the valley. Actor
John Wayne’s movies She Wore A Yellow Ribbon, The
Searchers, Fort Apache, Stagecoach, and Rio Grande
were all filmed in Monument Valley, making the buttes
famous all over the world.
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I love shooting in stormy weather in the winter. Snow
adds a textural element that places this red fox in it’s
environment, adding not just the cold of winter, but the
danger of living in winter to the image. This is the final
photo from the Yellowstone/Tetons Winter Wildlife Safari
to make it into the top 20.
The fox begins to work his way up a low hill, directly
behind where we had parked to photograph him, snow
and ice clinging to his legs and tail, and beginning to
build up on his coat and ears. He had spent several
hours out in the meadow mousing before the weather
closed in on all of us.
I passed over several excellent red fox images that I
had taken in Grand Tetons a few days later than this
image for my top 20 list - mainly because while those
images were mostly portraits, this image has action,
intensity, and weather. It is dynamic.
Yellowstone/Grand Tetons in the winter time is just
another world. The green grass and warm days of
spring are long gone for the ungulates like the elk, the
brown grass of fall is now buried under feet of snow,
accessible to the bison and elk that have to dig down to
reveal it - yet, life continues to exist in this foreboding
country. Foxes don’t migrate to more moderate country
in the winter. No matter the amount of snow, (about
4 -5 feet at this time), no matter the degree of cold
(about 5 degrees here), or the hidden nature of it’s food
(buried, other than carcasses) - the only word that matters is survival. Winter in the parks is all about survival.

This red fox had been mousing in Round Prairie just southwest of Pebble Creek in Soda Butte Valley in
Yellowstone when the clouds closed in and snow flurries began to fall, sending him traveling home.
Taken with a Nikon D500 Camera Body, Nikon 500mm f4 telephoto lens, at ISO 400, f5.6 at 1/1500 second. +1.33
eV Compensation. Induro Tripod/Whimberley Head. Shot Jan 18, 2021 at 3:11pm.
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IMAGE 5

Safari Details
There was nothing easy about getting this image. For
hours I worked my truck back-and-forth along the road
on the east side of the Bear River Migratory Bird
Refuge, west of Brigham City, Utah. Anybody who has
shot this refuge in the spring or summer knows that
opening your window invites thousands of gnats and
mosquitoes into your vehicle. On this particular day
they were, thankfully, just gnats with feathered
antenna.
At first, around Noon, I couldn’t find any grebes that appeared to have chicks riding their backs. Then I realized
that the football shaped bulge on their backs weren’t
just feathers, but chicks staying out of the sun. I chose
a female with a large bulge and an attentive male to
follow. There was about a 25 foot canal of
water between the cattails on the far side and the road,
with some low bushes blocking some angles here and
there.

The moment three small Clark’s Grebe chicks try for the small fish mom has in her beak, just delivered by the hard
working father grebe - at Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge in Utah.
This image was taken with a Nikon D850 Camera Body, Nikon 500mm f5.6 PF telephoto lens, at ISO 200, f5.6 at
1/640 second. Shot from truck with Rifle Rest. Shot May 30, 2021 at 6:47pm.
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Finally, the male caught a small shad and made a
straight-line swim for the female, about 75 feet away.
She saw his success and made a straight-line swim
towards him. Immediately I saw a white head poke out
of her back feathers, and when she got the fish from
the male she fed that chick. An hour later the scene
repeated again, but this time two heads popped out.
Again and again the male caught fish and brought them
back to the female for her to feed them to the chicks.
It was getting late and I was just about to leave when
suddenly I saw a third head pop out of those feathers.
I spent another hour going up-and-back over a 100 yard
stretch of road before finally getting a good series of
images of all three heads out. That image made my #5
favorite image of 2021.
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IMAGE 4

Safari Details
This day was supposed to be our early night in at the
hotel, letting everybody catch up on downloading
images and catching up on their sleep. The
Yellowstone/Tetons Spring Wildlife Safari days start very
early, about 5:20am so the days are long. But it wasn’t
hard to head out about 5:30pm for a last run down the
west side of Yellowstone, down past Swan Valley towards Roaring Mountain and the Twin Lakes.
Just before Roaring Mountain we came upon a mother grizzly and her two nearly grown cubs working the
meadow alongside the creek running just west of the
road. The area was already shaded by the western
mountains and the light was dropping quickly - so
shooting quickly was important to capture the
encounter.
As the light weakened the ISO levels went up. The
cubs goofed around some between digging up roots and
wandering after their mother. There was nothing to do
but look for moments to capture ... and that’s where I
got this shot. The cub had laid down then quickly rolled
over on it’s back and began waving it’s paws back and
forth. We were about 35 yards away, above the bears
on the road.

This grizzly cub wasn’t worried about the 20 photographers photographing him. His mother and the other sibling
were just out-of-frame and he was enjoying the warm, early spring evening in Yellowstone.
This image was taken with a Nikon D850 Camera Body, Nikon 500mm f5.6 PF telephoto lens, at ISO 1000, f5.6 at
1/320 second. +.67 eV Compensation. Taken on June 3, 2021 at 6:53pm.
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This was a new section of the road, rebuilt a few years
ago with wider shoulders and numerous pullouts. While
that distance was close, it wasn’t that close when the
vehicles were very close nearby. After a few minutes
the grizzly family moved closer to the creek, farther
from us. The cubs jumped back-and-forth across the
creek before finally following their mother up into the
forest at the base of the western mountain. It was a
great encounter.
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IMAGE 3

Safari Details
Over the past many decades I’ve photographed a great
many fox dens - every kind of fox: Red, Gray, Kit, Channel Island Gray Fox, San Joaquin Kit Fox, etc - but at
none have I ever seen a adult male so playful with his
kits. All the kits played with their dad, taking turns
frolicking with him, climbing on him, biting his tail, being
cleaned by him.
The facial expressions between the dad and his kit were
priceless. With long facial guard hairs, beard-like, he
resembled a grizzled old man talking to his kids. No
other male fox that I’ve watched around his kids acted
this cordially, this lovingly, nor seemed to have so much
fun doing it.
My main problem doing the photography was having to
slow my shooting rate to allow the buffer to clear. So
much was going on that I found it difficult to hold back
and just pick certain moments. Moments like the one
pictured here was happening off to the right with the
black vixen and another kit, and the older black
daughter who had stayed with her mother and was
helping raise these kits by providing food was busy
cleaning another kit. It was a target rich environment
with this family of foxes.

The dad red fox, known as a dog, plays with the brown kit, one of his 3 kits, in the warm sun of late
afternoon on San Juan Island. A steady inland breeze kept us cool, the beach being about a half mile away.
Taken with a Nikon D500 Camera Body, Nikon 500mm f5.6 PF telephoto lens, at ISO 280, f8 at 1/1500. No Compensation. Induro Tripod/Whimberley head - sitting in a camp chair. Taken on May 13, 2021 at 4:03pm.
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My wife and I had carried out camp chairs folded up
in bags to relax while shooting. Others brought chairs
that made the hours shooting more comfortable.
Mornings were foggy and wet, the grass soaking us
from the knees down. The breeze was cold - two layers over my long-sleeve shirt being enough to keep me
warm. Gloves and a hat finished our ensembles. By
late morning the fog was gone, the dew had evaporated, and the foxes had dried out - their coats looking
fluffy and warm.
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IMAGE 2

Safari Details
The steely eyes of the vixen fox show that she was all
business on her rabbit hunt. It couldn’t be too tough to
catch them, and this looks like a young rabbit, with the
island covered by them. At one point while sitting and
photographing the foxes around the den a rabbit poked
his head up right in the middle of them - he
watched them for a minute or so, then ducked back
down into the ground ... amazing.
Great wildlife images are a combination of behavior and
interaction - either within the species or with
multiple species, like this image. There is a synergy between the foxes and the rabbits, with their overall populations determined by the other. There is a
certain wildness to the acts of life and death that can’t
be duplicated in traditional wildlife portraiture. Moving
beyond traditional wildlife poses requires not just lucky
encounters, but the photography gods lining up. In this
image the vixen was moving towards me, directly into
the light. I saw her coming from several hundred yards
away so I was prepared. I didn’t notice the rabbit until
she was about 50 yards away but it didn’t change my
approach to the shot. She had her head down initially,
so I shot short sequences, hoping that she would lift her
head eventually. When she did I had an empty buffer
and I ripped off 28 shots ... magic.

With a captured rabbit in her jaws, the vixen fox comes trotting back to the den to feed the pups. Rabbits like this
are the primary food source on the island, and we saw dozens just walking the quarter mile to the den.
Taken with a Nikon D850 Camera Body, Nikon 500mm f5.6 PF telephoto lens, at ISO 640, f6.3 at 1/1600. No Compensation. Induro Tripod/Whimberley head - sitting in a camp chair. Taken on May 12, 2021 at 5:13pm.
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The rabbits, a type of European hare, were brought to
the islands to provide a source of food, and be a
marketable asset. When that business collapsed the
rabbits were released, and the population grew rapidly.
Red foxes were introduced to reduce the rabbit
population - and the melanistic trait increased in this
closed society of foxes. In the days we were on the
island I saw 16 foxes, exactly half were black like this
female.
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IMAGE 1

Safari Details
I’ve had a couple of opportunities to photograph
dolphins, and even have a couple nice shots of them
out of the water - but this image was vastly better than
those. I was sitting in the back of the boat watching for
whales and dolphins, shooting a few pelagic birds, when
this pod of dolphins appeared.
The rocking boat slowed as the dolphins closed with us,
then we started doing some figure 8’s among them, the
boat captain trying to give everyone a good look. Of
the hundreds of images I shot in that ten minute encounter, this image just blew me away.
Unlike the red fox with the rabbit, there was no
planning out shooting this image. It was difficult to just
get the dolphins in frame. I pushed the ISO setting up
in order to get faster shutter speeds, right to the point
of the maximum shutter-speed possible by the
camera ... almost. I was able to stop down some to
increase the depth-of-field, then I snap-shot at the
jumping dolphins.

On a safari to the Channel Islands to photograph the Santa Cruz Island Gray Fox, the Island Packer boat went
through two pods of common dolphins ... jumping dolphins were everywhere.
Taken with a Nikon D850 Camera Body, Nikon 500mm f5.6 PF telephoto lens, at ISO 640, f7.1 at 1/6400.
No Compensation. Handheld in the rocking boat. Taken on Oct 17, 2021 at 9:26am.
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Luckily, the dolphins weren’t gaining on us quickly, or
guessing the next jumping spot would have proved impossible. Over and over again I watched dolphins jump,
calculated where the next jump would come from, and
attempted to count seconds between jumps in order
to time my shots. I missed again and again, shooting
blanks of the ocean without a dolphin. But towards the
end of our encounter I was coming closer with the timing. The final 4 or 5 jumps I got in-frame pretty well,
and this particular set of images was right on the nose.
I kept shooting and didn’t take a close look at these
images for a few days, but when I saw this image it was
electric, with the dolphin jumping and the splash surrounding him like a halo.
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EPILOGUE
Putting together these images each year is an exercise
in frustration. Weeding through nearly 200 images I
selected from the 96,598 images I took, looking not
just for the unique, but to images that mean something to me - after all, these are my favorites.

Without the folks (clients and friends) who participate
in these safaris I probably wouldn’t have done them
alone, so I have to thank all of you that have come
along for the great ride that is Wildlife Photography.
The great part of wildlife photography is the rush of
adrenaline when some amazing encounter occurs, the
part that sucks is when circumstances don’t allow for
great images - which happens fairly often.
Those moments when an encounter works out, like all
the images in the top 20 this year, keep all of us
coming back for more, especially me. The days and
the miles add up, the hours during the day float by,
and yet the chase continues. All of us continue the
chase in our own ways, with the ultimate goal being
the same - just seen differently. What I mean by that
is for some of us it’s the final image, for some it’s the
experience (with good or bad photos) of being
around wildlife, while for others it’s being out in nature
- whatever the end result.
All three are true for me. BRP
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Best 20 Details
Safari Locations
YNP/GTNP Spring Safari - 4 Selections
YNP/GTNP Winter Safari - 4 Selections
San Juan Island Fox Safari - 3 Selections
YNP/GTNP Fall Safari - 1 Selection
Mineral King (Sequoia) Safari - 1 Selection
Southern Utah Safari - 2 Selections
Glacier Park Safari - 1 Selection
Bobcat Safari - 1 Selection
Peregrine Falcon Safari - 1 Selection
Santa Cruz Island Fox Safari - 1 Selection
Bear River MBR Safari - 1 Selection

Time of Photos
Morning 5:30am to 10am - 9 Selections
Late Morning 10am to 1pm - 5 Selections
Afternoon 1pm to 4pm - 2 Selections
Early Evening 4pm to 7pm - 4 Selections

Lens Used
500mm Telephoto - 18 Selections
70-200 f2.8 Zoom - 2 Selections
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PREVIOUS YEARS FAVORITES
2020

2019

2018

2015
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2017

2016

2014

2013
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